


MAYBE YOU 
HAVE BEEN AT A 

NIGHTTIME PARADE OR A RODEO AND 
seen glow sticks or plastic swords that glow. Have 
you ever wondered how companies can make those 
things glow without using a power source such 
as electricity or a battery? Maybe you learned that 
when certain chemicals are put together, they can 
give off glowing light. Companies have studied this 
idea and used it to make millions of dollars. But 
did you know that God invented this idea from the 
beginning of His amazing Creation to make plants 
and animals that can do the same thing? In fact, 
God’s designs are even better than the ones used to 
make glow sticks. 

When living things such as plants, animals, or 
bacteria produce light, it is called bioluminescence. 
The prefix “bio” means “life,” and “luminous” or “lumi-
nescence” means “light.” You are probably most 
familiar with this phenomenon in nature because of 
lightning bugs. They are bioluminescent beetles. But 
there are many other living organisms that produce 
light as well. 

One of the most fascinating glowing creatures is 
the fungus gnat larva. This little creature hangs from 
the ceilings of caves in Australia and New Zealand. 

Thousands of them light up together to make the 
cave ceiling look like a starry night sky. The larva 
weaves tiny strings of “web” from the ceiling and 
attaches little drops of mucus along each string. The 
larva then emits a bluish light from its position on 
the ceiling. Flying insects are attracted to the light 
and fly into the hanging curtain of death. The mucus 
droplets trap the little insects. Some fungus gnats 
even have a chemical in the mucus that stuns the 
prey. The larva then “reels” the string up and eats the 
trapped victim. 

This amazing little gnat sheds “light” on the fact 
that God is an awesome Creator. 

Deadly Glowing
LARVA THE BOMB-DROPPING COPEPOD

GAUSSIA:

LIKE INSECTS ON LAND, 
CRUSTACEANS FILL THE OCEANS OF THE 
WORLD. THEY COME IN MANY DIFFERENT 
shapes and sizes. One very common form is the 
copepod. Many copepods are bioluminescent. They 
typically release their bioluminescent chemicals into 
the water to produce a glowing cloud of light. This 
luminous smoke screen serves to distract or blind an 
attacker. The copepod can then swim quickly away 
from danger into the darkness.

One fascinating shrimp-like copepod that God cre-
ated is the Gaussia princeps. Gaussia stores its supply 
of chemicals in glands located on its tail. When a 
predator approaches this vulnerable little fellow, it 
shoots out a stream of glowing blue goo. The preda-
tor’s attention is immediately drawn away from the 
copepod to the movement of the blue stream. Then 
suddenly the goo gives off a bright flash of white 
light. The flash so startles the predator that it is 
unable to process what is happening. The copepod 
is able to slip away and avoid becoming a meal.

Gaussia’s incredible ability reminds us of World War 
2 Navy ships that released depth charges that would 
be dropped into water close to submerged enemy 
submarines. A time delay allowed the ship to move 
away while the charges sank down to get close to 
the submarine before exploding. Similarly, Gaussia 
emits its bioluminescent fluid as it swims swiftly 
in the opposite direction. Just as the bluish fluid is 
about to disappear, a bright flash ensues that 
“blinds” the predator and distracts 
him from pursuing the little 
copepod.

It’s hard to believe that anyone would think that 
such marvelous abilities could come about by 
chance adjustments over millions of years. The truth 
is, God designed this incredible creature. After all, 
“The sea is His, for He made it” (Psalm 95:5). We 
should all say with the psalmist:

O LORD, how manifold are your works! In wisdom 
have you made them all: the earth is full of your 
creatures. Here is the sea, great and wide, which 
teems with creatures innumerable, living things both 
small and great…. These all look to you, to give them 
their food in due season. When you give it to them, 
they gather it up; when you open your hand, they are 
filled with good things (Psalm 104:24-28—ESV).

DAVE MILLER

KYLE BUTT
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of God's Creatures
"BURNING L GHTS"

IN THIS ISSUE OF  
DISCOVERY, WE ARE SHOWING YOU  

SEVERAL EXAMPLES OF GOD’S AMAZING 
bioluminescent creatures, and we’re only touching 

the “hem of the garment” in showing you how 
many such creatures there are. Here is a quick 

glimpse at several others:

•	 There are many different species 
of lanternfish. They have biolumi-
nescent lights spread out over their 
bodies in a species-specific pattern, 
thought to be for attracting and 
recognizing mates. Their eyes project 
light like flashlights.

•	 The green bomber is a swimming 
worm that, when attacked, drops 
bombs that “explode” in a brilliant 
green color as a distraction.

JEFF MILLER

•	 Most bioluminescent creatures emit blue 
light, but the black dragonfish emits 
red light which other fish do not have 
the eye pigments to see. So like a sniper 
scope, the black dragonfish can use the 
red light it emits to see its prey without 
the prey seeing the light.

•	 The periphylla (pair-ee-FILE-uh) 
is a deepsea jellyfish. Its entire 
body, including its tentacles, 
can flash to attract mates or 
stun predators.

•	 Atolla wyvillei (WHY-vil-aye) is a red 
deepsea jellyfish that emits a rotat-
ing pinwheel of blue light when it is 
caught by a predator. This attracts 
bigger predators to the area that 
will attack the predator and free it.

•	 The glass squid has light organs 
under its eyes that illuminate 
them.

•	 Most squid have ink sacs, but the 
vampire squid squirts a sticky, 
bioluminescent mucus instead of 
ink, distracting predators while it 
gets away.

•	 Tubeshoulder fish release biolumi-
nescent material from their shoul-
ders when they feel threatened.

Besides bioluminescent animals, God made plants 
that can emit their own light as well, like the bam-
boo coral. Humans have recently figured out how to 
cross breed Arabidopsis plants with God’s amazing 
bioluminescent bacteria, Vibrio fischeri. The result: 
glow-in-the-dark Arabidopsis.

The amazing designs in the world are proof of an 
omniscient Engineer that designed them. They can-

not be rationally explained as 
being the result of millions of 
accidents over eons of time. 
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BIOLUMINESCENCE

ActIvIty 

PageS

True or 
False

	1.	____		 Fireflies	are	flies	that	produce	light.
	2.	____	 There	are	more	species	of	gnats	in	the	

world	than	any	other	kind	of	insect.		
	3.	____		Copepods	are	a	kind	of	worm.
	4.	____		Many	living	organisms	can	produce	light.
	5.	____		The	prefix	“bio”	means	“death.”		
	6.	____	 When	certain	chemicals	are	put	together,	

they	can	give	off	glowing	light.
	7.	____	 Some	fungus	gnats	have	a	chemical	in	the	

mucus	that	stuns	prey.
	8.	____	 The	amazing	designs	in	the	world	are	 

proof	of	an	all-knowing	Engineer	Who	
designed	them.

1.	 Also	known	as	lightning	bugs.			
______________

2.	 Light	produced	by	plants,	animals,	
or	bacteria.			____________

3.	 A	bioluminescent	creature	that	
hangs	from	the	ceilings	of	caves	
in	Australia	and	New	Zealand.			
_________  _____  ________

4.	 Special	chemicals	in	fireflies	that	
they	combine	with	oxygen	to	form	
bioluminescent	light.	__________		
and	_________

5.	 Has	light	organs	under	its	eyes	
that	illuminate	them.			_______		
______

6.	 A	swimming	worm	that,	when	
attacked,	drops	bombs	that	
“explode”	in	a	brilliant	green	
color	as	a	distraction.			_______		
________

7.	 Can	squirt	a	sticky,	bioluminescent	
mucus.			_________		________	

8.	 A	bioluminescent	click	beetle.			
_________  ________

Solve, FInd, 
and CIrcle

MatchIng

I H F N A A T L Z E L B T U K
Z J B Y Y B V E S H E S Z Z R
L J Q H R I G A D K B V D E W
Y L N L A C R G H U I U T F F
D K G O G E Y U H N O A L U I
Z K H U F U F Y I F L G S N R
G G I I O M K R P E U X F G E
P L C B G I E P T N M R O U F
G U A C R F L H D M I O L S L
L G O S I Z G S R F N R G G I
O K T C S I K Q J K E K G N E
R F U E L S U J V Z S I C A S
T L U D L O Q F F R C W D T Q
C S A C H R H U M C E G U L X
V E K E E B B N I I N C U A K
H W Z S V W Y D X D C P Y R C
B J H W F M X H F G E F M V X
A B M S A I R H K S Q Y P A S
V S K O J V K V J U G L S D J
H V A M P I R E S Q U I D L E
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	 1.			____	The	very	first	Chemical	
Engineer

	 2.		____	Luminescence
	 3.		____	A	deep-sea	jellyfish	that	emits	

a		rotating	pinwheel	of	blue	
light

	 4.		____	“The	sea	is	His	[God’s],	for	He	
made	it.”

	 5.		____	Bioluminescent	beetle
	 6.		____	A	shrimp-like	copepod	that	

emits	bioluminescent	fluid	as	it	
swims	in	the	opposite	direction

	 7.		____	Emits	red	light	that	other	fish	
do	not	have	the	eye	pigments	to	
see

	 8.		____	“O	LORD,	how	manifold	are	
your	works!	In	wisdom	have	you	
made	them	all:	the	earth	is	full	
of	your	creatures.”

A.	 Psalm	95:5
B.	 Lightning	Bug
C. Gaussia	princeps
D.	 God

E.	 Psalm	104:24
F. Atolla	wyvillei
G.	 Light
H.	 Black	dragonfish
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IHFNAATLZELBTUK
ZJBYYBVESHESZZR
LJQHRIGADKBVDEW
YLNLACRGHUIUTFF
DKGOGEYUHNOALUI
ZKHUFUFYIFLGSNR
GGIIOMKRPEUXFGE
PLCBGIEPTNMROUF
GUACRFLHDMIOLSL
LGOSIZGSRFNRGGI
OKTCSIKQJKEKGNE
RFUELSUJVZSICAS
TLUDLOQFFRCWDTQ
CSACHRHUMCEGULX
VEKEEBBNIINCUAK
HWZSVWYDXDCPYRC
BJHWFMXHFGEFMVX
ABMSAIRHKSQYPAS
VSKOJVKVJUGLSDJ
HVAMPIRESQUIDLE

Beetles that Br ghten the Night

 TRUE OR FALSE: 1-F; 2-F; 3-F; 4-T; 5-F; 6-T; 7-T; 8-T. SOLVE, FIND, AND CIRCLE: 1. fireflies; 2. bioluminescence; 3. fungus gnat larva;  
4. luciferin, luciferase; 5. glass squid; 6. green bomber; 7. vampire squid; 8. Headlight Elater. MATCHING:1. D (God); 2. G (Light);  
3. F (Atolla wyvillei); 4. A (Psalm 95:5); 5. B (Lightning Bug); 6. C (Gaussia princeps); 7. H (Black dragonfish); 8. E (Psalm 104:24).

THERE ARE MORE SPECIES  
OF BEETLES IN THE WORLD THAN ANY OTHER 
KIND OF INSECT. (MORE THAN 350,000 DIF-
ferent species are estimated, with more being discov-
ered every year.) Beetles vary in size and shape. Some 
are long and narrow, like the giraffe weevil, while others, 
such as the ladybug, are short and round.

Certain click beetles commonly known as Headlight 
Elaters are amazing insects that can light up. Near the 

back corners of the second main section of the 
beetle (known as the thorax) are two round 

lights. These lights do not flash 
on and off, but produce a con-

stant glow, and look similar to the 
headlights of a car. When they 
want to, these click beetles can 

dim or brighten their “headlights” 
as they see a need. For example, if 

they sense a potential predator, they 
may intensify their brightness in order 
to scare the possible attacker away.

No doubt, the most well known 
bioluminescent beetle is the firefly. 

Interestingly, fireflies are not flies, 
nor do they produce any kind of burning 

“fire.” In fact, one of the most impressive 

things about these nocturnal, 
bioluminescent creatures is that 
they can produce light without 
producing the heat (and great 
amounts of energy) that so often 
goes together with light. 

Fireflies (also known as lightning 
bugs) have special chemicals in 
their abdomens called luciferin 
(lew-SI-fer-in) and luciferase (lew-
SI-fer-ace), which they combine 
with oxygen to form a bright, 
heatless light. It appears that fireflies activate these 
chemicals for at least two reasons: (1) because they 
sense that they are in danger and want to warn a pos-
sible predator, or (2) because they want to attract a mate 
in order to reproduce. 

The more scientists learn about fireflies, Headlight 
Elaters, and other bioluminescent creatures, the more 
amazed they are at their complexity. Scientists have 
been somewhat successful at producing certain kinds 
of chemical light that mimic the more efficient, heatless 
light produced by bioluminescent creatures. However, 
scientists confess that light from fireflies and other 
creatures is still more efficient than what they have pro-
duced in laboratories. The fact is, bioluminescent bugs 
testify loudly to a Creator—the first Chemical Engineer.

ERIC LYONS
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